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HEAR THEY COME! SPOKESTER SENSES BIKE RIDERS 

APPROACHING AS SCHOOL TRAFFIC RESUMES 
 

Accidents Happen When You Forget To Look Both Ways!  

Spokester Has Us On Alert For Cyclists With the Vroom Sound Of A Motorcycle 
 

Midlothian, VA (August 9, 2022) – Is there a young pedal pusher in the house? The phrase "pedal pushers" 

derived from the style originally worn by cyclists in the ‘60s, because long pants could catch in bicycle chains. 

Whether deftly riding a two-wheeler or experimenting with training wheels, safety and cycling is a must. 

Beyond the potential skinned knee is the fear of not seeing or hearing a cyclist approaching. One $9.99 product, 

Spokester (https://spokester.com/), eliminates that worry and makes the young rider the coolest kid on the cul-

de-sac! 

 

Mom bloggers and influencers have been praising Spokester all 

summer with pics of their smiling kids straddling their bikes in 

a moment of stillness. With back-to-school season fast 

approaching, these kids will be seen and heard zipping down 

the sidewalk and getting the attention of the crossing guard. 

 

“@spokester is a clever toy that makes a child's bike sound like 

a motorcycle,” posted Abigalemcheers to her 20K followers 

with a photo of her son and daughter showing off their purple 

Spokesters. “Made in the USA from sturdy, flexible plastic, it 

clips on to the front forks of a bike by hand, so adults never 

need to use any tools. Similar to the baseball card idea, 

Spokester is durable and flexible to fit on all children’s bikes.” 

 

“They are easy to assemble on the bike with no tools! We put 

two of them on the front tires as that fit our bikes best,” gushed 

Madisyn_and_the3Bears with video and audio of her kids zooming down the driveway. In the clip son Dylan 

turns to the camera and asks, “can I go fast?” And with a nod, everyone on his block heard him pedal by! “The 

sound is so fun and exciting,” posts mom. “Dylan really loves going 

faster and the sound being similar to a motor bike.”  

Spokester is available in blue, green, purple, red or black. Choosing the 

noisemaker’s color might be the hardest choice a kid has to make. These 

Made-in-the-USA accessories are manufactured in North Carolina with 

FREE shipping when ordering two or more. 

 

Spokester® • All Ages • $9.99 each or $39.99 5-pack promo  

Spring 2022 - The National Parenting Center Seal of Approval  

Spring 2022 – Mom’s Choice Award Gold  

Summer 2022 – Clamour Influencer Choice 2022 Favorite 

Spokester is a unique plastic toy designed and tested to fit all children’s 

bikes. The flexible circular clasp expands to grip all diameters of bicycle  

https://www.instagram.com/spokester/
https://www.instagram.com/spokester/


 

 

forks. Just snap it on by hand – no tools required! The flapper flexes as the bicycle spokes turn past it, making a 

loud motor-like noise. Spokester is made from rugged plastic that is tested to withstand hundreds of miles of 

riding. Parents report they make great Easter basket or stocking stuffers. Birthday party favors are now a 

“snap”– especially for bicycle-themed parties.  

 

Playtrix LLC  

Playtrix manufactures and sells the American-made Spokester bicycle noisemaker. Spokester is a clever toy that 

makes a child's bike sound like a motorcycle. Made from sturdy, flexible plastic, it clips on to the front forks of 

a bike by hand, so adults never need to use any tools. Similar to the baseball card idea, Spokester is durable and 

flexible to fit on all children’s bikes. Discover more at spokester.com.  


